Identification of PR8 M1 protein in influenza virus high-yield reassortants by M1-specific monoclonal antibodies.
A panel of monoclonal antibodies to the M1 protein of A/PR8/34 (H1N1) (PR8) influenza A virus was found to distinguish in ELISA high-yielding reassortant viruses derived from reassortment of PR8 and X-31 (H3N2) viruses with recently prevalent field strains of H1N1 or H3N2 subtype. These findings are concordant with results of genotyping that demonstrated the presence of PR8 RNA 7 or M1 protein in high-yield reassortants by RNA or protein PAGE. All high-yield vaccine candidate reassortants Application of the M1 monoclonal antibody panel facilitates the isolation of high-yield vaccine candidate reassortants bearing the PR8 M1 gene, and should aid in epidemiologic strain tracking as well.